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to successfully categorize soviet jews under stalins nationality policy an alternative get information facts and pictures 
about nationalism at encyclopedia make research projects and school reports about nationalism easy with credible 
articles Empire of Nations: Ethnographic Knowledge and the Making of the Soviet Union (Culture and Society after 
Socialism): 

0 of 0 review helpful Interesting and Worth the Read By Customer Adding to a growing body of literature dedicated to 
reexamining the nature of the Soviet Union in the wake of its 1991 breakup Empire of Nations builds on scholarship 
that emphasizes the multi ethnicity of the Russian empire that preferences the nationality question as critical to the 
USSR s foundation and that situates the soviet engagement with nationali When the Bolsheviks seized power in 1917 
they set themselves the task of building socialism in the vast landscape of the former Russian Empire a territory 
populated by hundreds of different peoples belonging to a multitude of linguistic religious and ethnic groups Before 
1917 the Bolsheviks had called for the national self determination of all peoples and had condemned all forms of 
colonization as exploitative After attaining power however they began to expre Referring to the Soviet Union as an 
empire of nations Hirsch demonstrates through prodigious research how ethnographers from the former tsarist regime 
collaborated with the Leninists to shape the new state Hers is the tale of a modernizing self styled s 
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